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1. Introduction

Human trafficking permeates diverse institutions whose systematic operations are entwined into a multitude of activities. A combination of theories should provide an integrated explanation of the occurrence of human trafficking. Although many forms of trafficking exist, we focus primarily on trafficking of women for involuntary prostitution. Bruckett and Parent (2002:7) are of the opinion that apart from the description of the processes, practices, and routes of human trafficking there has been a lack of consistency regarding the theoretical framework for understanding human trafficking. Conventional theory and methods suggest that strategies to conduct research on forced migrants require multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches, which at times may be divergent (Van Impe, 2000:124). The factors that enable human trafficking to occur vary and are interdependent and interconnected (Stop Violence Against Women (SVAW), 2008:1; Truong, 2001:34-35; Van Impe, 2000:117-118).

It is possible that human traffickers observe trade in human beings as a profitable area to generate income, especially when considering that few human traffickers are arrested, prosecuted and sentenced for this crime. Ineffective criminal justice and community response to human trafficking strengthens the trafficking process, increases abuse of trafficked persons and allows human traffickers to generate financial proceeds from the crime. An integrated model to explain human trafficking appears to be a logical step towards an understanding of the crime. Current research explanations of the process of human trafficking are often informed by individual researchers’ own theoretical framework creating an impression of human trafficking as a single-dimensional type of crime. This paper will provide a broad integrated framework which considers the stages at which human trafficking for involuntary prostitution occurs. An integrated framework should help enhance the prevention and control strategies utilized to reduce human trafficking of women for involuntary prostitution.

2. Definition of concepts

2.1 Human trafficking

Article 3 of the UN Palermo Protocol (2002:2), defines human trafficking in persons to mean: the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the
threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Consent is not necessary where exploitation, fraud, deception, and abuse of vulnerability have been involved. The various stages at which human trafficking for involuntary prostitution occurs are followed to build a multi-theoretical approach to human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution.

2.2 Sexual exploitation

Article 3 of the UN Palermo Protocol (2002:2) defines sexual exploitation to include, at a minimum, the exploitation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation such as forced marriages, sexual slavery or servitude and mail order brides. For the purpose of this paper, reference is only made to women and girls sexual exploited through involuntary prostitution. Therefore prostitution, which is a voluntary sex work performance, is not equated with sexual exploitation. This paper also recognizes that prostitutes could be trafficked but is concerned with young women and girls forced into prostitution by human traffickers.

2.3 Theory integration

The process theory integration entails merging of concepts from diverse disciplines and theories to explain a crime which involves a high contingent of perpetrators. Theory integration is a process of combining the best elements of existing theories to better explain the causes of criminal behaviour (Brown, Esbensen & Geis 2007:410; Lanier & Henry 2009:382). This paper has merged concepts from, rational choice, victimology, demand theory, constitutive criminology and economic theories to explain human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. Human trafficking for involuntary prostitution requires a network of variables in order to construct a comprehensive view of its occurrence.

2.4 Women and girls

The concept woman refers to a person of female gender above the age of 18 and a girl refers to a female child under the age of 18. In this paper, the category of women described could range between the ages of 18 and 24 and girls refer to children ranging between the ages of 10 to 18. South African research on human trafficking of women and girls has revealed that children as young as 10 are trafficked. Although young women of all ages and nationalities could be trafficked it is pointed by ILO (2005) that the demand for prostitutes prefers girls younger than 24 years.

3. Theoretical framework

From the theories explicated below an integrated framework will be created to explain human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. Concepts from, rational choice, victim vulnerability, economic theory and constitutive theory will be selected to describe the sequences of events followed during the commitment of human
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trafficking for involuntary prostitution. It is pointed out by Lanier and Henry, (2004:343) that when a crime is an outcome of several different causes, an integrated framework or a conceptual absorption approach is required to analyse the sequential chain of events. In this regard, Lanier and Henry (2004) explain that the purpose of integrating theories is to present an interaction of probabilities from different theoretical perspectives that could explain the factors contributing to a person committing a crime. Eventually a recommendation of an epi-criminological standpoint as a strategy to respond to human trafficking of women for involuntary prostitution is made.

3.1 Rational choice theory

Rational choice theories postulate that criminals are rational beings who make decisions to commit crime based on the costs and benefits involved in the process of crime perpetration. Deterministic in nature, criminal decision making process is based on free will, which necessitates observation of opportunities, circumstances and situations that could affect the successful perpetration of the planned crime, (Lanier & Henry, 2004:90). It is pointed out by Brown, Esbensen and Geis, (2008:213) that rational decision making pertaining to crime also involves the choice of the victims determined by the type of crime, modus operandi, where and when to commit it and what to do afterwards. That means the criminals may first observe the accessibility to potential victims, location, the time at which they are at most vulnerable, the appropriate method that could provide entry with ease and how to safeguard their criminal activities from criminal justice authorities and other capable guardians. However, some rational theorists have argued that criminals differ in the choices they make based on their perceptions, motives, skills and abilities to read opportunities as situations guide their decisions making processes, (Lanier & Henry 2004:90). For the purpose of this paper: rational decision making, free will, cost and benefits are three variables that will help to build an integrated framework to explain human trafficking of women and girls for involuntary prostitution. The manner in which human traffickers select their victims is based on the gains they could get from the crime and vulnerability of potential victims. Nevertheless, there needs to be another theoretical explanation to describe the victim vulnerability of potential victims.

3.2 Demand theory

The demand for prostitutes can be classified into three categories: users or purchasers of sex, profiteers from selling sex, and socio-cultural attitudes towards sex, (Hughes 2004). Users or purchasers refers to persons who pay prostitutes to render a sexual service; brothel owners and pimps comprises of profiteers from selling sex and academics and media reporting and writing about prostitutes form part of socio-cultural attitudes towards sex, Hughes (2004). The motives behind purchasing or owning prostitutes and depicting sex services in the manner in which writers do, may contribute to human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. The purchasers of sex, cultural attitudes associated with prostitution, and violence towards women are three factors that this paper has identified to explain the increasing demand for prostitutes. It is deduced from these factors that a certain category of users of prostitutes do not necessarily separate caged prostitutes from voluntary prostitutes but could be more concerned with receiving sexual services from sex workers.
3.2.1 The purchasers of sex

The need for sex, cultural meaning associated with prostitution and violence towards trafficked victims are described in this paper as four distinguishing characteristics of users of prostitutes. Firstly, whatever reasons drawing men to prostitutes, Hughes, (2004:16) is of the opinion that the users of prostitutes are a heterogeneous group with different needs and motives towards sex with prostitutes. Of primary importance to users of prostitutes is the need to fulfill a personal inadequacy, need or desire. It is pointed out by Groom and Nandwani, (2006: 366); Hughes, (2004); Mansson, (2006:89) as well as Macleod, Farley, Anderson and Golding, (2008:14-18) that men’s current intimate relationships experiences, desire for unfamiliar sex, acceptance of rape myths and sexual violence towards prostitutes, perceptions of prostitutes and prostitution, and lack of emotional connection could motivate men to solicit prostitutes. The need for prostitutes may contribute to human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. However, some users of prostitutes may go beyond the point of experimentation and sexual fulfilment by perpetrating acts of violence towards prostitutes such as: physical, emotional and sexual violence.

Secondly, there seems to be a cultural meaning associated with prostitution. The norms and values of men who purchase sex and the moral significance they attach to prostitution are an important contributing factor towards the demand for prostitution. It is pointed out by Coy et al, (2007: 19) as well as Macleod, et al. (2008) that the prostitute user’s perception generally equates men, sexual aggression, and entitlement as cultural values defining superior manhood. According to the authors it is possible that the users of prostitution, who hold such beliefs adhere to rape myths, are mentally programmed to dominate women, have the desire to use prostitutes to revenge towards women who had wronged them in the past. Moreover, in societies where prostitutes are seen as a moral abomination they are least likely to receive sympathy for the violence they may experience at the hands of clients. Clients perceive prostitutes as morally different from other women - free spirited, fatally flawed and seem to sell their bodies in order to get money therefore deserve violence perpetrated towards them, (Macleod, et al. 2008:21).

Thirdly, despite the intention to fulfill personal inadequacies that cannot be satisfied in a normal relationship, prostitutes seem to experience physical, emotional and sexual violence from clients. However, the gendered violence endured by trafficked victims at the hands of users should be seen differently from intimate partner violence. Within this transactional context, the victims and the perpetrators are strangers. A short term agreement is the basis of their interaction. However, similarities between intimate partner violence and violence against trafficked victims are defined by the fact that men are known to use violence against women as a strategy to assert authority weakened by their daily experiences. On the other hand the experience of victimisation from a victim’s perspective is worsened by the type of work she is forced to perform, user’s violence and the violence encountered from human traffickers. Eventually, women’s bodies as objects to fulfill a man’s desire for sex and proneness of prostitutes to client violence are essential elements describing the vulnerability of trafficked young women and girls.

Notwithstanding the cultural significance attached to prostitution and the moral abomination of prostitutes, the question that requires empirical scrutiny is whether users would refrain from purchasing sex if they knew of the working conditions of prostitutes. It
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is pointed out by Hughes (2004:3) that users of prostitutes do not distinguish between a prostitute who is a victim of human trafficking and a commercial sex worker. It appears that purchasers of sex workers prefer a person who is willing and able to render a sex service. In the meanwhile, a restricted and confined prostitute may appear more likely to render sex services with least resistance. Nevertheless, the clients interviewed in Coy, Horvath and Kelly, (2007:23) expressed a sense of discomfort with regards to accessing sex from caged women and appeared to sympathise with them rather than pursuing their motives. On the other hand, it is possible that a man who seeks sexual services for comfort would refuse sex from a caged person.

3.2.2 Profiteers of prostitution

Profiteers imply any person who generates profits from young women and girls forced into prostitution. It could be a club, brothel owners, pimps, massage parlours or owners of rental rooms, (SALRC 2009: 43-44). Brothel owners increase workforce by purchasing young women and girls from traffickers. In turn, once they are in their control, there are variety of ways in which brothel owners maximise profits from prostitutes (Gould & Fick 2007: 14). They determine the price for which the trafficked victim should charge from a trafficker (SALRC 2009: 45-46). Brothel owners may charge agency booking, weekly fees for advertising in newspapers and benefit from the misdemeanours committed by prostitutes whilst working within their confines such as coming to work late (Gould & Fick 2007:14). Young women and girls give payment received from the clients to owners of brothels. Pimps may purchase young women and girls for involuntary prostitution and could sell girls to other pimps to increase profits. Boyfriends and relatives could manage, by force young female relatives as well as intimate partners to work as prostitutes.

3.2.3 Publicity of prostitution

The publicity gained by commercial sex work from the print publications such as newspapers, academic journals and internet, may create an impression that selling and purchasing sex is an acceptable form of earning a living and accessing sexual services in South Africa and the world. Mansson, (2006: 90) is of the opinion that the mass production of sexualised images of prostitutes appearing in print media could be responsible for men’s thinking that as long as one is willing to pay, sexual access is possible. To add on the glamour dimension are advertisements of girls selling sex appearing in newspapers. The research results revealed by Coy, et al. (2007:13) pertaining to the access routes from where men are likely to access prostitutes, illustrate that classified sections of newspapers appeared to be favoured by most users of prostitutes. To make the situation of prostitutes more attractive and humane are human rights organisations addressing challenges encountered by prostitutes whilst executing their duties. In the meanwhile, a legal and academic debate centred on abolitionism or legalisation of prostitution is currently in progress in South Africa. Although the South African criminal justice system portrays ambivalent response towards sex work, until decriminalised, regulated or partially criminalised, according to section 20 of the Sexual Offences (Act 53 of 1957) it remains an illegal form of income generation. By responding to advertisements seeking girls for normal prostitution, girls could be lured into human trafficking for sexual exploitation.
Three variables can be drawn from the demand theory of prostitution: users, profiteers and publicity gained by prostitution from the public. All three variables point to the situational context of crime commitment. Prostitutes are portraying the victim; users and profiteers are depicting the offender; and publicity is signifying the opportunities available for prostitutes to exist in the public domain.

3.3 Victimological framework

There exist certain concepts within the Victimology paradigm explaining why certain women might be at greater risk of being victimised than others. Victim offender interaction, repeat victimization and lifestyle as a factor in crime victimization are key factors describing the nature of victimisation of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution. Relationships and interactions with traffickers, lifestyles and number of times women have been trafficked form an essential part of the process of human trafficking of women and girls for involuntary prostitution.

3.3.1 Victim criminal relationship

Victim proneness and victim-offender interaction are two factors explaining the vulnerability of young women and girls to human trafficking for involuntary prostitution through maintaining a relationship with a criminal. There are three categories of victims that could be prone to victimisation: innocent, precipitating and provocative victims. By interacting with criminals innocently through no fault of their own or by walking alone in the dark some individuals could be seen as precipitating their own victimisation. In addition, by exhibiting certain behaviours that could be seen as provocative by criminals, some women and girls are prone to victimisation, (Van den Hoven & Maree, 2005:61). The distance between the offender and the victim and the intentions of the offender and the nature of victim-offender interaction may increase the chances of victimization. It is pointed out by Van Den Hoven and Maree, (2005:61) that victims and the offender could have interacted closely before victimization occurred. Victim involvement in the events that led to victimisation could be identified. Either the victim had provoked or precipitated the victimization incident. However, it is a known fact that women and children are more likely to be victimised by a known person than by strangers. It remains to be seen whether young women and girls trafficked by close associates should be blamed or defended for the choices they have made. Victim proneness, precipitation and provocation will be used as the three factors which creates vulnerability of women and girls to human trafficking for involuntary prostitution.

3.3.2 Repeat victimization

Repeat victimisation entails that victims of crimes are likely to be victimised either by different perpetrators or the same assailant during a limited time period, Van den Hoven & Maree, (2005:65). It is pointed out by Van den Hoven and Maree, (2005:66) that repeat victimization is likely to manifest into a cycle of violence. In turn, victims are likely to become abusers by replicating or modelling behaviour and actions perpetrated against them by human traffickers and recruit other women and girls to involuntary prostitution. According to Van den Hoven and Maree (2005:67) there are certain characteristics that make
specific categories of people more prone to repeat victimisation than others: target vulnerability, target gratifiability and target antagonism. Target vulnerability is illustrated by victim’s physical weakness, and psychological distress; whereas target gratifiability entails attributes that are attractive to the perpetrator. The presence of destructive impulses in one’s personality could expose one to the risk of being victimised. With traumatic experiences unaddressed and future plans constrained by the sexual exploitation, and financial gains that could have been generated from prostitution, it is possible for former victims to either work independently as prostitutes or replicate the process by recruiting potential victims for their own benefit. Replication of human trafficking is conceptualised as second-wave trafficking. Repeat victimisation and second wave trafficking correlates. Victim vulnerability is created by repeat victimisation.

If the victim escapes human traffickers, the chances are that she might be re-victimised. The trauma experienced through the process of being victimised at first, may generate feelings of helplessness and could see the victim back with traffickers for involuntary prostitution. With trauma left unresolved, the dependence and bonding between human traffickers and victims still present in victims psyche and negative responses of the community and family members to the experience of the victim, the chances are that the victim could still be vulnerable to human traffickers. The human traffickers could be the only centre of acceptance that the victim could find comforting.

3.3.3 Lifestyle as a factor in crime victimization risk
Lifestyle risk model describes the risk of victimisations to be influenced by: personality of the potential victim, absence of a capable guardian, environment with which the potential victim resides and the daily routine activities which occupies the time of the potential victim, (Van den Hoven & Maree, 2005:63). According to Van den Hoven and Maree, (2005:63) the lifestyle activities which a potential victim participates determine the type of victimisation one could experience. For example, substance abuse may fuel the occurrence of interpersonal violence, whereas the use of the internet may expose children to inappropriate social networks, and participation in activities favoured by the deviant groups may pose danger to unsuspecting potential victims, (Van Den Hoven & Maree, 2005:65). Lifestyle activities such as substance abuse, internet use and equivalent groups are key factors explaining human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. It is possible for human traffickers to draw into the human trafficking ring known victims whose lifestyles intersect with theirs instead of selecting girls and young women from unfamiliar places. Such victims could least likely to report the perpetrators to the authorities thus rendering themselves easy prey to human traffickers, (Van den Hoven, 2005:65).

In summary, the victim’s vulnerability to human trafficking for involuntary prostitution is created by victim’s offender interaction, repeat victimisation and lifestyle pursued by the victim. In this regard, victim vulnerability is the variable selected to construct the integrated framework to explain human trafficking of women and girls for involuntary prostitution.

3.4 Consitutive theory
The central idea of constitutive criminology is that power and equality build socially constructed differences through which harm and deprivation is imposed on the
subordinated group. The interconnectedness of societies which cannot be seen outside of cultural and structural contexts, determines the types of crimes that are likely to be perpetrated in specific geographical communities, (Lanier & Henry, 2004:321). Constitutive criminologists perceives criminals as excessive investors in crime who could use any means necessary to achieve the desired outcomes whereas a victim is often the disabled party who experiences pain, loss and denied humanity, (Lanier & Henry, 2004:323). As inter-continental trade agreements become a profitable way of conducting business, relations between countries expand. Business executives and non-governmental organizations travel frequently inter- and intra-continentially. With the world connecting on global scale immigration, traveling and tourism opportunities are now more accessible. Power and inequality, interconnectedness, investment in crime and loss and pain experienced by victims during the perpetration of human trafficking are identifiable variables important to build an integrated theoretical framework to explain human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. The constitutive cultural and structural contexts within which potential victims emanate are important to describe victim vulnerability to human traffickers.

3.5 Economic theory

Economic theory can be used to explain crimes, actions and behaviours which calculate the gains and benefits accrued from participating in a certain task. Economic theory of crime suggests that people make decisions to offend in ways that resemble their decisions made about other non-criminal activities, (Witt & Witte 2000:4, 6). The criminal might commit crime if the expected gains from legal work are less than the ones that are to arise from illegal work. The underlying principle of the economic theory is that, criminals commit crime because they have perceived the benefits from the crime to outweigh the possibility of being prosecuted and incurring costs, (Eagle & Betters, 2007:166; Persson & Siven, 2007:213). It is pointed out by Pratt (2008:44) as well as Witte & Witt (2002:2, 5) that individuals apply legal or illegal actions because of the expected utility from those acts and are influenced by the fact that the possibility of the expected gains from crime relative to earnings from legal work accentuates trafficking endeavours. Another component of this theory is that the lesser the punishment the more human trafficking progresses. The probability of being apprehended prosecuted and sentenced and the value of the expected punishment will determine the extent of the crime. That brings another economic dimension in human trafficking that is presented by McCray, (2006) in which he argues that certainty is more important than severity. Furthermore, McCray observes that the criminal in this regard would act like an economist and apply the image of a self-maximizing decision maker, carefully calculating his or her advantage, which might be different from an opportunist whose ill considered and reckless nature might get him into trouble. Certainty and severity of punishment are the two variables that are considered important for the formulation of an integrated theory.

In summary, once rational decisions have been made, vulnerability of potential victims ascertained and requirements of the demand considered the human trafficking process resumes. The human traffickers could by then have studied the legal response to human trafficking to ascertain the sanctions confronting them should they get caught by the criminal justice authorities. Hence, it is vital that a combination of public health, criminal
justice, crime prevention and criminology conceptualized as Epidemiological Criminology should be considered to prevent, protect victims, and prosecute human traffickers of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution.

4. Theory integration

The formal structure for the integrated theory to explain human trafficking for involuntary prostitution takes the form of multiple causality. Human trafficking for involuntary prostitution is an outcome of a combination of multiple factors, (Lanier & Henry, 2010: 383). The concepts integrated for the construction of this framework are done at individual level of theory integration. There exists a mutual relationship between selected variables so that when combined one cannot function without the other. Decision making process will not occur without rational decision making which comprises of rational choice, the demand as well as victim vulnerability. Power and inequality, free will and lifestyle exposure are three concepts creating an opportunity for recruitment to occur. The interconnectedness of the world, victim precipitation as well as severity and certainty of punishment enable human traffickers to move the victims. Exploitation of victims is made easier by the ambivalent attitudes expressed by society towards the victims as well as the costs and benefits generated from prostitution. The investment in crime and profiteers from the involuntary prostitution give effect to the harbouring and transfer of victims. If victims exit the human trafficking process alive, the loss and pain endured from the experience might likely to influence them to either return as recruiters or work independently as prostitutes. To explain the factors contributing to human trafficking of women and girls for sexual exploitation: the variables below have been selected from the theories described above. Each set of variables correlate with each stage of human trafficking from recruitment to loss and pain.

4.1 Variable 1: Decision making

There are three causal or explanatory factors to the decision making process for committing the crime of human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution: Free will, the demand and victim vulnerability. Decision making process becomes an independent variable because it precedes the free will, demand and victim vulnerability. Dependent variables are drawn from rational choice, victimology and demand theories to explain the decision making process of human traffickers prior the commitment of human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. The assumption in this regard is that human traffickers will not observe the demand, victim vulnerability or free will in the absence of a decision to commit the crime. The demand will not express interest if the promise of their needs to be fulfilled is not relayed by human traffickers. Young women and girls will not be lured into prostitution if traffickers do not rationally create falsehoods that could see one accepting a dubious job in a different location. Essentially, there exists a mutual relationship between free will, the demand as well as victim’s vulnerability.

Certainly, three activities happen before human trafficking for involuntary prostitution occurs. Firstly, human traffickers choose this crime rationally by calculating the costs and benefits to be generated from selling young women and girls as prostitutes to pimps or brothels. Furthermore, the ambivalent social attitudes and approaches towards prostitution
clear the path for human traffickers to commit the crime. Secondly, they could establish the financial capabilities of the demand and the type of girls preferred by the potential users of victims. Lastly, by ascertaining vulnerability, they determine the easiness with which they could assess the specific type of girls preferred by the demand. For example, within an organised crime context, human traffickers could decide on human trafficking once they have ascertained the leeway paving the way for the commitment of drug dealing such as a drug courier, officials to corrupt and the demand for the drugs.

On the contrary, Joubert (2008:112), Lanier & Henry (2010:81) as well as Brown et al. (2007:219) cautions against contending that rational decision making might be preceded by other variables prior the commitment of crime for the reason that some crimes could be committed impulsively. However, human trafficking for involuntary prostitution involves not only the victim, opportunity and the perpetrator. It involves different locations, spaces, participants and routes; namely victim’s country of origin, country of transit or destination from where victimisation might occur and potential users of victims. Nevertheless, rational choice theories are not enough to explain the decision making process involved prior the commitment of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution. The crime involves the situational context which puts victims in the position of vulnerability, better explained by the victimological theories and the demand theories that provide insights into the factors behind the use of prostitutes, ambivalent attitudes towards prostitution as well as the purchasing of young girls and women by brothel owners. Once the human traffickers have decided on the crime, identified victims, analysed the situational factors that could lure victims by measuring the distance between themselves and potential victims, recruitment phase resumes.

4.2 Variable 2: Recruitment

A casual relationship exists between power and inequality, free will and lifestyle exposure creating opportunities for the recruitment process to occur. Recruitment becomes an independent variable and power and inequality, free will and lifestyle exposure are dependent variables. The dependent variables to describe the manner in which human traffickers recruit victims for involuntary prostitution are derived from the constitutive criminology, rational choice and lifestyle exposure model. For the recruitment phase to occur, there ought to exist unequal power differences between the trafficker and the victim. The victim should need to access opportunities for economic advancement. The traffickers may come up with a strategy that could help advance the victim. Social position, psychological well-being, self-realization and actualisation, (Lanier & Henry 2010) of victims should condition them to accept the offers made by human traffickers. In addition the victim should pursue a lifestyle that positions her closer to the traffickers. Essentially power and inequality influences the free will to recruit potential victims based on the lifestyle personality of the victim. With little or no knowledge of victims’ lifestyle, gender, socio-economic status, ethnicity and race per preference of the demand, the traffickers will not recruit victims.

4.3 Variable 3: Transportation

Constitutive criminology, victimology and economic crime explain the easiness in which human traffickers move victims from one location to the other. The process of transporting
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Victims from one location to the other occurs because of the global interconnectedness, victim precipitation as well as certainty and severity of punishment. Human trafficking for involuntary prostitution is an outcome of interactions between human beings across the world, made possible by the interconnectedness of human beings, social and organisational structures, (Lanier & Henry, 2010). The mobility of people from one country to the other, accessibility of the victim to the traffickers as well as the ineffectiveness of the criminal justice system in arresting, prosecuting and convicting human traffickers, could explain the transportation stage of the trafficking process. The same modes of transportation used to transport non-victims of human trafficking are used by human traffickers to move victims.

A correlation exists between transportation and interconnectedness. These two variables occur simultaneously. Interconnectedness may appear to take the place of an independent variable. If the world were a closed entity exempt from intercontinental trade agreements, foreign investment and technological advancements, human traffickers would not transport victims in abundance in the manner that they are currently moving. However, the primary intention to be achieved in this regard is the transportation of human trafficking victims. Transportation takes precedence over interconnectedness. The global connection just creates ease with which human traffickers conduct their business.

Victim precipitation as well as severity and certainty of punishment become third variables which strengthens the relationship between interconnectedness and transportation. The acceptance of employment opportunities as well as travelling to another location may seem to create an impression that the victim agrees with the plans of the human trafficker. However, the intended outcome should not benefit the victim but the traffickers. The weak response of the criminal justice system to the crime reinforces the transportation of victims.

4.4 Variable 4: Exploitation

Exploitation of victims of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution would occur despite the publicity created by the demand, victims’ proneness and costs and benefits. It is pointed out by Fick, (2005); Gould and Fick, (2007) as well as SWEAT, (n.d) that exploitation of prostitutes is prevalent: clients, police officers and the public prone to victimise prostitutes. Exploitation becomes an independent variable which occurs alongside the bad and good publicity received by the industry, victim proneness to violence as well as the monies that are generated by the pimps and traffickers from prostitution. The assumption is that victims of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution are exploited because: Firstly, by being in the industry they are prone to victimisation. Secondly human traffickers intend to generate huge returns from the business of prostitution. Lastly, the space occupied by victims makes them least likely to avoid exploitation.

The demand theory, victimology and rational choice theory concepts explain the manner in which human traffickers, users and profiteers of prostitution exploit sex workers. The publicity that media advertisements, academic debates and representations by human rights organisations give to the sex work industry creates an impression that prostitutes are bodies to be exploited. A client, who purchase sex services for the purpose of displacing anger, may have psychologically and biologically perceived prostitutes as provocative bodies expecting to be violated. The manner in which the prostitutes dress, the precipitative words they use to solicit clients and the media images glamorizing the sex business could provoke a violent
client to use violence towards sex workers. Whilst the cost and benefit analysis calculated by human traffickers prior commitment of crime allows exploitation of trafficked victims to occur. Human traffickers may not risk getting caught, or share financial gains or the skills needed to successfully commit the crime with the victims for the reason that they will not obtain the goals set prior crime perpetration.

4.5 Variable 5: Harbouring and transfer

Harbouring and transfer are vital activities causing brothel owners, clients as well pimps to profit and invest in the human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution. The extent to which they are willing to keep victims and use them to generate income is one of the factors driving the human trafficking process. However, they vary in the manner in which they retain victims for victimisation. Harbouring and transfer are the concepts derived from demand and constitutive theories to comprehend the motives behind the confinement and selling of victims by human traffickers. The victims are sold because the crime in which the traffickers have invested generates profits. In essence, harbouring and transfer become an independent variable: taking precedents over profits and investment in crime. Harbouring and transfer causes profiteers and investment in crime. Profiteers and investment in crime become dependent variables. Brothel owners buy victims because they are available by means of confinement by traffickers. In turn, participating in crime for prolonged time becomes an investment in crime.

The longer the traffickers keep victims confined and performing involuntary sex work, the more profits they generate from the crime. The investment in the human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution persuade traffickers to apply every means necessary to keep control of the victims. Profits are a necessary prerequisite for the harbouring and transfer of the victims. The greater the profits traffickers generate, the more creative traffickers' become in the methods they use to invest in the crime.

4.6 Variable 6: Loss and pain

The economic, physical, sexual and psychological losses and pains encountered during the process of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution could create second wave trafficking. Derived from constitutive criminology the concept of loss and pain resonate with the occurrence of second wave trafficking. Constitutive criminology postulates that crime is “power to deny others their ability to make a difference”, (Lanier & Henry, 2010). According to Lanier and Henry (2010) victimisation is a sign of disrespect to the victims – when victimised victims are prevented from interacting with others, transform themselves and better their economic situation. Victims do not only lose income and integrity but their sense of self-worth and value. By being forced involuntarily to perform sex work, victims could be severely traumatised and physically damaged. In turn, if the trauma of loss and pain is left unresolved they might likely recruit other girls into human trafficking for involuntary prostitution. Thus, the cycle of violence and victimisation is displaced upon a second group of victims.

5. Theory synthesis

An integrated framework to explain and describe the process of human trafficking was described in this paper. To construct an integrated framework this paper coalesced variables.
from different disciplines to explain the occurrence of human trafficking. To synthesize, human traffickers and the demand, each play an instrumental role in the victimization of trafficked women. Identified are unguarded victims - seen as attractive targets who are innocent or facilitating the process, cooperative even and whose countries may be experiencing some structural constraints - to supply the needs of the demand. Traffickers follow an economic approach to perform human trafficking by calculating the strength of punishment against the financial incentives likely to be drawn from the process of human trafficking. By taking advantage of globalization issues, they commit the crime. Human trafficking is a constitutive crime that involves role players from diverse populations and professional backgrounds. As the world becomes more interconnected human trafficking is increasing rapidly. In addition, constitutive criminology points out that, victims are always at the receiving end of the human trafficking process. They experience, emotional loss, suffering and dislocation during and after the trafficking process.

There are currently many varied approaches applied by academics and researchers’ to explain and respond successfully to the challenges faced by victims and potential victims of human trafficking for involuntary prostitution. The expanding area of Epidemiological Criminology or “EpiCrim” might be useful to devise strategies to respond effectively to human trafficking of young women and girls for involuntary prostitution (Lanier, Pack & Akers 2009). EpiCrim emphasizes the need to provide public health, justice, victim support and investigation to victims of human trafficking (Akers & Lanier, 2009). Public awareness on human trafficking for potential victims is a focus of concern for EpiCrim adherents. The purpose of this approach is to ensure that the cycle of violence is not repeated. By providing justice and services to victims, redress for the crime suffered is conducted.

5.1 Policy suggestions: The South African experience

There are few chances of getting caught and convicted for the crime of human trafficking in South Africa (SA). Human Trafficking is not even a legally defined crime in SA as the country is still in the final stages of approving the Human Trafficking Bill. In the meantime, some sections of legislations such as Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act (32 of 2007), Children’s Act (38 of 2005), Prevention of Organized Crime Act, (121 of 1998) and Immigration Act, (13 of 2002) are used to respond to the crime. Human trafficking accused have been appearing in court to defend allegations of sexual offences, child maltreatment and participation in organized activities, with most being sentenced under the Prevention of Organized Crime Act (121 of 1998). Dryden et al. (2001:6) are of the opinion that the inevitability of crime commission might be obvious in a situation where the legal sanctions are not available to respond to crime or if the sentencing procedures is not consistent. As a consequence of the lack of an approved legislation to respond and combat human trafficking for all purposes, South Africa has been put on tier two by the United Nations Convention against Transnational Crime: meaning that whilst contingency measures are underway to respond promptly to this crime, the process is slow. Non-governmental organizations and some research institutions perform prevention and protection duties especially for victims and potential victims of human trafficking.

5.2 Consequences of human trafficking for victims

Negative consequences outweigh positive consequences of human trafficking for trafficked victims. Human rights violations and deterioration of mental and physical health are
impairments experienced by victims of human trafficking during and after the process of trafficking. Free will, human dignity and an ability to make decisions are some of the human rights violations experienced by victims at the hands of human traffickers (Hughes, 2004; Kinno, 2006:24; Phinney, 2006:4; Timoshkina & MacDonald, n.d:17 ). Trafficked young women and girls often have traveling documents confiscated by human traffickers, which render them incapable of seeking assistance from the authorities at the host country (Jordan, 2002:35; Simic, 2004:25; Timoshkina & MacDonald, nd: 17). They are often deprived of basic medical and mental health care; shelter that is not a form of prison or detention; protection from traffickers; access to information on legal rights and to attorneys or advocates; financial or other assistance, for example food, clothing and telephone calls as well as a means to return home safely. Having proof of identity, traveling documents or a work permit, would provide the victim permission, short stay or employment, at the host county. The often confining process of human trafficking does not leave victims unscathed; trafficked victims could experience nightmares, depression, anxiety, sexually transmitted infections, back aches and other mental health related ailments. Ep-Criminological framework is recommended to respond to victim experiences, rehabilitate human traffickers and assist other persons that could indirectly be affected by human trafficking such as families and relatives of victims.

6. Summary

The purpose of this paper was to construct an integrated framework for explaining and describing human trafficking of women and girls for involuntary prostitution. Variables from existing theories were drawn to formulate a comprehensive view of the process followed during the commitment of this crime. The basic argument is that, since human trafficking involves a high contingent of role players from a variety of backgrounds, a single explanation for its cause cannot exist. Essentially, human trafficking responses should consider the importance of an integrated framework in order to effectively, prevent, prosecute suspects and protect victims of human trafficking of women and girls for involuntary prostitution.
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